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Our abilityto commandinformationgrows every day.Wewake up
to the news on the radio, read the paper during breakfast, are
immersed in signs and advertisementsas we make our way to the
office, sit down and fire up our computers-that really opens the
floodgate of information-return home, turn on the television set
and let waves of informationwash over us until we go to bed.
Many people say they get much pleasure from cruisingand
surfing on this sea of information.But, at times, we feel like the
sorcerer's apprentice, unable to contain the powers we have
summoned, and afraidof drowningin the flood we have loosened.
Wheredoes all this informationcome from and what is it doing to
reality?
In earliertimes,informationarosefromthe interplayof three
factors, a messenger,a recipient,and a message. Paul Reverewas
the messenger,the Patriotswere the recipients,and "TheEnglishare
coming,"was the message. The dove with the olive branchwas the
messenger,Noah the recipient,and the message was "Thewaters
are receding."Even today, smoke is the messenger,the pilot of the
spotterplane the recipient,and "Thereis a fire in section 36"is the
message. A rock-linedcavity can be the messenger,a historianthe
recipient,and the message:"Thisis the root cellarof an abandoned
homestead."
The general pattern is always x informsy aboutz. X is the
messenger,but we also call x the sign, the signal, the symbol, or the
vehicle. Y is the recipientor the receiver,the audience, the listener,
the reader,the viewer,the spectator,or the investigator.And z is the
message, the information,the news, the intelligence, the meaning,
or the content conveyed by the messenger or the signal. This basic
triad of factors had an engaging sturdiness and intelligibility. It
incorporated distinctions that may have been grist for abstruse
philosophicalmills;but they were clearand serviceableenough for
lay people.
We can call this the core meaning of information.'It is informationaboutreality.In its simplest form,it is a naturalphenomenon
relevant to animals as well as to humans. A scent carried by the
wind is informationto a bear that carrionis to be found down by
the creek. Informationis a difficult phenomenon, not because its
origin is mysterious,but because,throughouthumanhistory it has
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been evolving in tiny steps from something simple and natural to
somethingexceedinglycomplex and technical.
The fire ring you left at a campsite a few years ago informs
you, in a naturaland incidentalway, that this is a good spot to put
up your tent.Butif it took you a while to find it againand you want
to avoid going in circles next time, you might pile up a few rocks
where you have to leave the trailand head down to the creek.While
the rocks around the fire ring compose an incidental and nearly
natural sign, the rocks in the pile constitute an intentional and
conventionalsign.
The first conventionalsigns in human history were reminders, tallies on bones or sticks,and collectionsof pebbles or shells, to
keep track of the phases of the moon or animal kills, or sheep, or
goats. Pebbleswere followed by clay tokens;these by incisions and
impressions on clay tablets; and those, again, in succession by
logographs,syllabariesand letters.These signs served, and some of
them still serve, to set down informationabout the past. But they
also can bring nearerwhat is distant in space, edicts from the king,
reports of disasters, and news of life everlasting. Of course, information about things past and distant events does not literally
convey those things and events to the here and now. A recordof a
bushel of grain delivered to the granary is not the same as the
bushel of grain, itself. Nor is a royal edict the same as the majestic
presenceof the king. It takes comprehensionto gatherthe message
from the sign and to grasp the impact of the message on the here
and now.
The ability to comprehend a message and integrate it into
one's immediateworld is, exceptfor one's native language,an arduously acquiredand ever incomplete skill. But once acquired,more
or less, comprehensionmakes for an incomparablymore comprehensive and comprehensible world. Reality no longer trails off
rapidly in the mists of distance and past, but becomes perspicuous
as far as informationand comprehensioncan reach.
Information, however, not only can illuminate what is
distantin time and space,but also what is remotein conceptionand
imagination;and what would remaina distant possibility without
the aid of conventionalsigns. Complexsocial arrangements,monumentalbuildings,and artfulpieces of musicwould be inconceivable
without the informationlaid down, e.g., in the texts of covenants,
drawings of cathedrals, and scores of cantatas. This no longer is
for reality;information for
informationaboutrealitybut information
a
or
music.
Buthere again,the steps
a
making community, building,
frominformation
aboutto information
for realityand backaresmall.In
the sketchbook of the medieval master mason, Villard de
Honnecourt, plans that inform us about the existing cathedralof
Laon are mingled with plans for churches that were never
executed.2GregorioAllegriwrote a scorefor the mass Miserere,to be
performedin the SistineChapelonly and, therefore,kept secret.But
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when the fourteen-year-oldMozart,on having heardthe mass once,
wrote down the scorefrommemory,it was informationaboutrather
than for the performanceof the music.
While information
aboutreality chiefly requirescomprehension and rendersthe world moreperspicuous,information
for reality
for
a
for
and
makes
more
world.
calls
realization
prosperous
By
realization,I mean the process of translatinginformationinto reality. To realize a covenant is to make it come alive in practices and
celebrations. To realize a blueprint is to construct a building
conformingto it. And to realizea musicalscoreis to performit.
Realization,too, requiresthe acquisitionof demandingskills;
the particularliteracies of rabbis, artisans and musicians, among
many others. But again, when these skills are mastered,the world
becomesincomparablyricher;adornedwith festive customs,material structuresand musical events that are intricateand magnificent
beyond what human imagination,without informationand notation, could have conceived and carriedout.
Informationabout and for reality used to mediate between
humanity and reality to produce a distinctive kind of world. The
centralfeatureof this world was a focal area of nearness that was
understood against a comprehensible background of farness.
Informationabout reality,even today,tells us of farawaythings and
events; but it does not transportthem into our midst. They remain
distant,yet they inform and illuminatewhat is present.If, on a hot
and windy August afternoonin the Rockies,you see smoke billowing up like thunderheadsbehind the farthestridge on the horizon;
the smoke conveys informationabout a ragingwildfire;but it does
not carrythe fire, itself, into your immediateworld. The focal area
of your life is still safe. The fire is distant though the fire danger is
close.
Similarly,when you stumble upon a collapsed root cellar
from early in this century,you learn of a way of life where perishables used to be entrusted to the coolness of the ground. Yet root
cellars remaina thing of the past. They are part of the background
that defines your way of life where food is stored in freezers and
refrigerators.And so it is with letters from distant friends and
colleagues;with journalsand memoirs of homesteaders;and with
tipi rings and cairns left by the Salish and Kootenai Indians.
Informationabout reality keeps, or used to keep, the farness of
space and time distinct from the nearness of those persons and
things that make up the focal area of our lives. Yet information
makes farnesscomprehensible,and provides an illuminatingbackground for what is here and now.
While information
aboutrealityrendersour world perspicuous
in its order of nearness and farness, information
for realityis the
source of a distinctively prosperous culture. Such prosperity
requires submission to a definite kind of discipline. Discipline is
needed, first, to acquirethe skills of readingtexts, following plans,
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and playing musical scores;and then to submit continually to the
text of a covenant,the specificationsof a blueprint,and the notes of
sheet music. The reward of such discipline is a franchise in a
magnificent culture. If you are given the culture without being
instructedin the requisitediscipline, the cultureis not truly yours.
You are dependent on others for the realization of the founding
informationof the culture.But if you are skilled, you can fully and
freely appropriateyour inheritance.
In addition to discipline and competence, a world built on
information for reality engenders a vigorous sense of continuity,
communityand intimacy.Jewishpeople tracetheircommunityback
for some four thousand years. Their tradition would not be so
astoundingly continuous and vigorous had it not been for a writer,
now commonly called J, who set down the story of Abrahamand
Sarah a few hundred years later.3But to realize the promise God
made to Abraham,one needs not only an unbrokentie to the founding event, but also a communityof people with whom to enact the
tradition.
Similarly,the music which Bach left us requires not only
disciplineand competence,but also fellow singersand players.And
more is needed yet. Sinceinformationfor realityis never more than
an instructionor a recipe,we must gather from the tangible reality
around us the materialsand ingredients necessary for the realization of a text, a plan, or a score. To realize musical scores, we need
instruments.Torealizea blueprint,we need building materials.The
realizationof texts, particularlyof poetry and fiction, is the most
subtle. But it, too, calls for us to draw on our experienceswith the
tangible world. In any case, to realize information for reality,we
have to be intimatewith the visible, audible,palpableshapes of our
immediateworld;with the strings,mouthpiecesand keys of instruments; with the stones and timbers of construction;and with the
faces and gestureswe recallwhen we read a poem.
Traditionally,informationhas been about and for reality.But
through the technologicaldevelopments of the past century and a
half, information,though still about and for reality,also has begun
to rival reality, itself; and has emerged virtually as reality. The
culture of technology, in general, is animated by a pervasive and
evident desire for more copious and refined consumption.Yetthe
implementation of this projectlooks more like bricolage than the
executionof a granddesign. Ratherthan follow the twists and turns
of the transformationof information,I will tracethe conceptualpath
that leads from informationabout and for realityto informationas
reality.
I begin with the landmarkthat has defined a crucialstretch
of this path, viz., Claude Shannon's paper of 1948, "The Mathematical Theory of Communication," and Warren Weaver's
comments of 1949.4Shannon'spaper is strictly a technical accomplishment,but it was thought right away to be a culturalmilestone.
DesignIssues: Volume11, Number2 Summer1995
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The excitement it generated is obvious in Weaver's remarks.
Shannon'swork served as a catalystof powerful culturalelements
thatwere readyto react.Weaver'sreaction,in particular,is emblematic in what it had to say about the rising culturalforceof information.
The rise of this force has inundated and begun to wash out
the structureof the world that was built on the traditionalinformation about and for reality.The threatto its centralfeature,the focal
area of nearness surrounded by a comprehensiblebackgroundof
farness, was signaled by Weaver when he erased the distance
between nearness and farness.Nearness used to be markedby the
immediate presence of things and persons, as opposed to the
farnessof distantthings and personsthatwere representedthrough
the informationwe had about them. But, for Weaver,our access to
persons, at any rate, is always through information;whether a
person is near or far.
"Inoral speech,"Weaversaid, "theinformationsourceis the
brain, and the transmitteris the voice mechanism producing the
varying sound pressure (the signal) which is transmittedthrough
the air (the channel)."5
WasWeaversimply makinga technicalpoint
which, as one critic has charged, was not technically warranted?6
Roughly half a century later, Deborah Tannentells us about her
colleague,Ralph:
E-maildeepened my friendshipwith Ralph.Thoughhis
office was next to mine, we rarelyhad extended conversations becausehe is shy. Faceto face, he mumbled,so I could
barelytell he was speaking.But when we both got on
e-mail, I startedreceivinglong, self-revealingmessages;we
poured our heartsout to each other.7
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Tannencalls e-mail "a souped-upconversation."Apparently,
it brings people closer to each other than a traditionalf2f (face to
face) conversationcan. The contrastbetween nearness and farness
has evaporated. It is an irrelevant circumstancethat Ralph's and
Deborah'soffices are on the same floor. They might as well be on
differentcontinents.
Underlying this particularillustration is the general view
that humans are in touch with the world throughinformation,and
through informationonly. The mountain peak across the valley is
visual information;the wind in the treesis acousticinformation;and
a caress from your loved one is tactile information.In this sense,
everythingout there,all of reality,has always been information.8
Though this view is a powerful undercurrentin our culture,
therealso is a more particularconnectionbetween informationand
reality,where reality is simply not revealed or claimed to be information,but informationarisesas a rivaland pretenderto the throne
of traditionalreality.The rise of this particularpretensionis closely
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bound up with a threatto the discipline and competencethe world
of traditionalinformationused to require.
On this issue, Weaveris divided. Like Shannon,he holds to
a distinctionbetween the signal and the message;between the vehicle and the content of information.9That seems to make eminently
good sense, since the two traditionallyhave been so disparatefrom
one another.A thin plume of smoke curling up from the Rocky
Mountainson a breezyAugust aftemoonis, all by itself, a slight and
innocent signal. But the message it conveys is awful: within a few
hours theremight be a roaringwildfire.
It is similarwith the messages that are conveyed by conventional signs or signals. Thereis a huge disparitybetween the mere
20 column inches of print that a reportof a forest fire occupies in a
newspaper, and the many acres of incinerated grass and charred
trees the reportinforms us about. As e-mail illustrates,the austere
signals of the alphabetcan carryweighty messages even today.As
long as signal and message, or vehicle and content of information,
remain distinct;the need to learn how to gather the message from
the signal or the content from the vehicle, and achieve competence
in appropriatingone's culturalheritage,will persist. But the traditional disciplineis in jeopardy.
Signal and message contrastmuch like quantityand quality.
Message and quality are subjective and elusive, while signal and
Some people believe that
quantity are objectiveand measurable.10
the life of the spirit is essentially,and will foreverbe, beyond quantification and objectification.But a more aggressive and confident
view of the matterholds that qualityis simply unanalyzedquantity;
and thatall qualities,when analyzedall the way down to theirbasic
constituents,will turnout to be objectiveand measurablequantities.
The crucial contribution Shannon made to technological
culturewas his definitiveunderscoringof informationas a quantity
measurablein bits, by showing that the basic unit of information
could be used to demonstrateinterestingtheoremsaboutthe coding
and transmissionof information.Weaversensed that differencesin
the quality of informationare superficialand ultimatelyirrelevant;
and that it really doesn't matter "what kinds of symbols are being
considered-whether written lettersor words, or musical notes, or
In this spirit,he
spoken words, or symphonic music, or pictures.""1
might have proposed to erase the distinctionbetween the message
and the signal, or the content and the vehicle of information,by
analyzingthe message or contentinto just so many bits of information. But he might as well have offereda thimbleto someone trying
to drain a pond. At the time, the technology available could not
commandand controlof a sufficientnumberof bits.
Let me illustrate the problem as well as the solution that
eventually emerged. Imagine I tell you the BaroqueConsort will
give a performancetonight and you ask, "What'sthe first piece on
the program?"and I answer:"Bach'sCantataNo. 10."The symbols
DesignIssues: Volume11, Number2 Summer1995
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I have strung together to reply carryabout 175 bits of information,
and so would the lettersif I were to point silentlyto the firstitem on
the program. "Bach'sCantataNo. 10" is the signal or the vehicle.
But what does it convey? In one sense, nothing less than an entire
cantata of some 25 pages of sheet music and some 20 minutes of
performance;a churchcantatafor four soloists, choir,trumpet,two
oboes, basso continuo, and strings. But how many people could
bring to mind Bach'smusic in all its details when they hear "Bach's
CantataNo. 10"?Perhaps no more than a few dozen among the
morethan five billionpeople alive today.Of course,thereis a gradation and division of competencewhen it comes to recallingmusic.
To determine what "Bach'sCantataNo. 10" should convey to an
educated mind is a difficultand contentioustask. E. D. Hirsch lists
JohannSebastianBach,but not cantata,as an item literateAmericans
should know.12In any case, "Bach'sCantataNo. 10"is an example
both of the great disparity that is possible between signal and
message; between an extremely austere vehicle of 175 bits and an
abundantly rich content of baroque music; and of the inverse
proportionbetween the magnitudeof the signal and the magnitude
of the competenceneeded fully to comprehendthe message.
Now assume that, instead of pointing to an item on the
program,I were to hand you the score and text of the cantatafor
you to peruse. This informationcomes to perhaps 164,000bits, a
vehicle richerthan the entry on the programby a factorof about a
thousand. The distance between signal and message has been
decreased,and so have the demands on the competenceneeded to
gather the content from the vehicle. All that is needed now are
musical literacy and a command of German.But in contemporary
culture,these are still forbiddingrequirementsand, accordingly,the
signal and message are still separatedby a prohibitiveabyss.
Moreover,even for competentreadersof the score,thereis a
significant gap between it and the presence of the cantata in an
actual performance.Much of that which still must be decided and
filled in to have a performanceis left blank in the score;including
matters such as tempo, phrasing, pitch, the particular choice of
instrumentsand singers,and more.How manybits would it take to
have everythingspelled out to the last detail?In a dubious but still
enlightening sense, it would take about 1.2 billion bits, a signal
aboutseven million times largerthan the entryon the program,and
seven thousandtimes largerthan the score and text."3
You can find these billion-plusbits recordedin binarynotation on a compact disk. Many would say that, at this level of richness, the signal has all but caughtup with the message and perhaps
even surpassed it. What you have on the disk is the music itself.
And if the gap between vehicle and contenthas not shrunkto zero,
the demands on the competencerequiredto bring the music to life
certainlyhave. It takes less than a minute to show someone how to
use a CD player.
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CDs not only suggest that,in contemporaryculture,the line
between information and reality has become questionable as
Weaverhad hinted; they demonstrate outright what Weaverhad
claimed explicitly,viz., that all informationis fundamentallyalike.
The compactdisk can containall kinds of informationindifferently;
whetherit consists,as Weaverhas it, of "writtenlettersor words, or
musical notes, or spoken words, or symphonic music, or pictures."
But this account still leaves us with a fuzzy picture of information
as reality.Sound recordings,after all, have existed for more than a
hundred years. Is it not a mere matter of technical convenience
whetherthe sound is recordedin analogor digitalform?The crucial
point is that informationin analogform,such as photographs,films,
or vinyl records really isn't emancipated from reality and, like a
satellite in low orbit,is in constantdanger of falling back into reality. Moving analoginformationin and out of storagemedia is a relatively slow process; and it is irreversiblydeterioratedas it moves
throughtime and the mechanicsof copying. Its internalstructureis
as viscous as honey, and difficultto manipulateand control.
Traditionalwritingand print,of course,are digitaland therefore mobile, durable and crisp;where analog informationis inert,
corruptibleand fuzzy.But writingalso is an extremelyausterevehicle of information.It was the wedding of binarydigitalitywith electronicsthat, in time, provided the union of controland abundance
of information.
A digitalized electronic recording of a cantata gives us a
richerrenditionof the music than an analog recordingbut, beyond
that, digitalized electronicinformationcan move at the speed of an
electric current or of light. It retains its fidelity with immutable
perfectionfrom copy to copy; and, possessing a sharplyarticulated
intemal structure,it can easily and speedilybe analyzed,sortedand
modified any way you please. Digital electronic informationhas
emancipateditself from the poverty of traditionaldigital information, and fromthe heaviness and caducityof reality.Thus, it hovers
as an omnipresent and unblinking virtual reality above the slow
and weary actualreality.
What has been the culturaleffect of this new kind of information? Again, Weavercaught the rising wave of excitement. He
underscored a phenomenon which is inherent in all information,
but was not clearly grasped until the question of the amount of
informationwas raisedand answeredin bits. In one sense, information signalsbehave like any normalvehicle or container.If you have
two buckets,you can carrytwice as much water as if you had one.
On two pages, you can say twice as much as on one. But the vehicles or containers of informationhave the peculiarity that, when
their capacity for amount is doubled, their capacity for variety is
squared. So if on a page you can say a thousand differentthings,
then on two pages you can say not just twice a thousand, (i.e., two
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thousand differentthings), but a thousand times a thousand (i.e., a
million differentthings).
Weavercalls the availabilityof variety "freedomof choice"
and, in his view, a steady increase in the vehicles of information
Not very many
leads to an explosive growth in freedomof choice."4
people of the informationage may be aware of this fine point of
informationtheory.But the realizationthat the growth of information brings with it an explosion of possibilities is widespread. Of
course, this development has simply benefited informationabout
and for reality.
The Intemet can serve as the emblemof the digital and electronic improvement of information about reality.By now, it is a
truism that it furnishes us with information about persons and
things that would be difficult to obtain without the net. Moreover,
the Internetprovides for the collective exchange of informationby
way of bulletinboards,lists, conferences,etc., that would be impossible without it. More generally,computers and databasesfurnish
informationthat you would not think of looking for without them,
e.g., informationon how many places down you rankfromthe most
frequentlycited scholarin your field.
Less frivolous information,uniquely obtainablefrom computers, also is available. One example is informationon precisely
how air flow builds up drag around the pod of a jet engine, when
the pod is placed under the wing or when it is ahead of the wing;
and when it is round and when it is pear-shaped.Such information
about airflow naturally becomes essential in designing of an
airplane."5
The Boeing777 can serve as an emblemof the power of digital electronicinformationfor reality.Supercomputersare playing a
crucial role in its development. Computerized information has
largely replacedblue prints and mockups, and it has suffused the
very thing in its final shape. The 777 no longer is guided by
Newtonian levers and wires, but by informationrelayed from the
pilot or a computerto servomechanisms.'6
Such achievementsare, undoubtedly,occasions for admiration with regardto the virtuositythat has gone into the conception
and constructionof the informationtechnology.As for the end use
this technologyis put to, thereagain areoccasionsfor gratitude.But
when it comes to the overallculturaleffectof it, the resultlies somewhere between the trivialand the troubling.
Tobegin with the Internet,most of what flows throughit, as
far as I can tell, is overwhelmingly flimsy. There is much throat
clearing,half-heartedcriticism,throwingout of suggestions, crashing obviousness, and instructionby the moderatelyknowledgeable
of the totallyignorant.The tone oscillatesbetween the obsequiously
laudatory and the rudely offensive, with much blandness in
between. The Internet,for the most part,is a dump of wasted time.
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Wastingtime is not a uniquely late 20th century phenomenon, of course. Does electronic information technology have a
specific impact on culture? It does, and its influence flows from
information as reality down to information about and for reality.
Informationas virtual realityhas inheritedthe enormous pliability
and preternaturalperfectionof digital electronicinformation.The
norm of pliabilityand perfectionthat is enshrinedin virtualreality
has cast a shadow on informationaboutand for reality,and thereby
renderedpersons less personableand realityless real.
To return to Deborah Tannen's colleague as an example,
Ralph has not actually been cured of his shyness nor has Deborah
actuallylearnedhow to "breakthe ice."Bothhave used the Internet
to createversionsof themselvesvirtuallypossessingthe virtuesthey
actuallylackand no longerhave any reasonactuallyto acquire.One
hears anecdotes of virtual beginnings having actually happy
endings. But veterans of virtual reality, as David Bennahum has
well put it, "arewary-they've been burnedtoo often by net friendships that collapsedonce the stuff of real life came in.""17
As for the bearingthat the norm of pliabilityand perfection
has on informationfor the shapingof reality,consideronce morethe
Boeing 777.Whatis strikingin historicalperspectiveis the slackening of the power to shape things over the last thirty or forty years.
To a lay person, the manifest differencesbetween the 777 and the
707 of a generationago are slight. The same must be said of buildings, highways and cars. The crucial changes have not been in
shape,but in sophistication.
The latteris astoundingand admirablein its own right,to be
sure,and, otherthingsbeing equal,beneficialto humanityand ecology. In the case of the 777, the end result will be cheaper,quieter
and more commodious flights. But notice the end effect of this
result.The sense of passage fromplace to place will be furtherattenuated, and so will be the distinctionbetween nearnessand farness.
Informationas virtual reality has its own and direct effects
on culture.It serves utility in design, manufacturing,medicine,and
science. But it serves consumption as well, and saps everyone's
vigor in dealing with the actualworld. It is no respecterof class or
education. Some it traps with keyboards and texts; others with
buttons and pictures.
Toput the driftof informationtechnologybrieflyand starkly,
informationat the turn of the centurytends to enfeeblepersonsand
attenuatethings.Luddism,of course,is not the answer.Information
cannot and should not be wished away. But it has to be counterbalanced.We must regain the actualityof people and the nearness
of things, and turn from informationas reality to informationand
reality.
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